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"Who you know" and "What
you know" is what Advertising
and Public Relations majors can
learn from the pre-professional organization Quotes. This student
club has nearly 60 members who
have a common goal, to foam what
it takes to make it jn the competitive job market for communications.
Quotes has been a part of
UCF since 1981, and consists of
mostly communications majors,
but certainly is not limited to that
area of study. Through seminars,
networking and activities these
students have a chance to get in
touch with the real world of advertising and P.R. .
Quotes was chartered by the
Florida Public Relations Association in 1984, which is the largest

and oldest statewide association
forpublic relations in the United
States. FPRA was founded in 1938
and the Orlando Area Chapter,
which sponsors the UCF Quotes
Club, is the largest chapter in the
state with more than 150 professional members.
Once a month the members
of the organization spen.d time
sharpening classroom know ledge
of the techniques of Ad/PR with
hands on experience. They have
workshops on resume writing, interviewing, creativity and the latest techniques for the benefit of
these pre-majors. They also invite
guest speakers from the field as
well as student alumni to give some
inspiration to the students about
how to get started.
Professionals who actually
do the hiring in business compaphoto!SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

see QUOTES, page 3

Quotes holds Intern Pursuit each semester at The Orla.ndo Sentinel

HisPanic community
seeks unity in march

Everyone's favorite
Lethal Weapon shows
up in the new Ron
Howard film Ransom
which opens Friday.

by MELISSA VAZQUEZ
Staff writer
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Nearly 5,000 Puerto Ricans
and other Hispanics carrying signs
turned up for a protest march on
Sunday, Nov. 3.
The hour long march started
at the Orlando Arena and ended at
a replica of the StatueofLiberty at
Lake Ivanhoe.
The march was a demonstration of concerns over many
issues. One, was to unite the Hispanic community against drugs.
Puerto Rico has become a major
pipeline in drug trafficking from
South America.
Recent media attention has
resulted in a backlash against
Puerto Ricans, according to Anthony Suerez, an attorney and one
of the organizers of the protest.
Many protesters carried
signs condemning The Orlando
Sentinel, and encouraging a boycot
of the newspaper. The protesters
are accusing The Sentinel of irre-
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Fresh from a
Homecoming victory,
the Golden Knights
travel to Alabama with
thoughts of extending
the winning streak to
two games against the
University of Alabama
at Birmingham Blazers
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Public relations organization wrapped up in 'quotes'
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Puerto Ricans
need to come
together and
speak out
against these
stereotypes.
Maggie Ortiz, RN

.................. ,,
sponsible journalism. The protestors feel that the paper's extensive
coverage of the Puerto Rican drug
problem has been biased and serves
to further strengthen stereotypes
of Hispanics .
Protestors came from around
the state. Famous salsa singer
WHlie Colon flew in from New
see PROTEST, page 4

Freshmen cope with first year away from home
by ABBEY MORROW
Asst. news editor

For some, going from eating a home-cooked meal to a
steady diet ofRamen noodles and
Fazoli's can seem like culture
shock. Others welcome the sights,
sounds and changes brought on by
the transition to college life.
"I'm enjoying the freedom
of college living, however, I have
since discovered that many of the
things I took for granted, like toilet paper, have a price. At.home,
my extra money went toward fun
things like movies and clothes;
now I'm learning to budget my

costs. 'But that doesn't mean I'm
not having fun," said Kate Solinsky,
UCF freshman.
- Yearbooks, photo albums
and mementos of high school are
things that many freshmen cling
to. Some branch out and become
active in campus organizations,
pre-profession~l .Clltibs and Greek
life to fill the v~id left by friends
and family back'home.
"Being in -a;_sorority has
helped me cope a iot," said Lisa
Smith, Alpha Delt_~ Pi member.
"You have sisters -who will comfort and listen to yoti, They've all
been in your shoes, so they can
understand what you're going

through ... In Alpha Delta Pi, we
have a saying, 'We live for each
other.' In the few months that I
have been a member, I have come
to appreciate the sinceiity of that
statement."
, Suffering from the Ii ttle fish
in a big pond syndrome affects
many former high school athletes,
Thespians, journalists and officers. Coming to a campus where
the incoming freshman class is the
size of a high school's entire student body can seem intimidating.
However, the shock of adjusting to life away from home
soon subsides.
"The main thing is to con-

centrate on school first and you
will find that you still have a lot of
time on your hands to do things
you never could do before," senior
business major Eric Sugarman.
First year advising is available to students with a declared
major. Undeclared majors may
seek advice from academic advis~
ing.
"I've had thoughts about
changing my major, but at this
early point in my collegiate career,
I don't know. There's a whole
world of opportunity out there.
UCF is helping me narrow the
see FRESHMEN, page 4

Visit the Central Florida Future in cyber space at http://www.gdi.net/ cff/ cff.html
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Shiny happy people everywhere write for The
Future, you can, too. Call 823-8054 ex 32 today.
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SGA senate meeting
announced
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Now with three trains aa11v
Amtrak~' makes Florida . the C.=i rol 11 1.. ~
and the Northeast more reachabl e ma r1···fl~'
Connecting service also links Charln ll •'
Fort Myers. Daytona Beach anrj KPv •J.l""'-1

aides.

The 29th student senate will
meet Nov. 7 at 7 p.m. in the University Dining Room.
The senate, composed of 50
elected students, represents students from the university's five
colleges and branch campuses. Allocating Activity and Service Fee
funds to campus clubs and organizations while voicing the student
body's opinions on issues are just
two responsibilities of the senate.
With local and national politics in the spotlight lately, effective leadership is taking on renewed importance to the community.
Senate meetings are scheduled for Thursdays at 7 p.m. this
semester. All students are welcome and encouraged to attend.

Save an additional 15% with the
Student Advantage® Card.
•Fares shown are for
coach travel each way
based on round trip
ticket purchase.There
is an additional charge
for first class or other
accommodations. Seats
are limited at these fares
and fares are based on
availability. Fares and
schedules are subject to
change without notice.
Other restrictions may·apply.

Business fraternity
hosts golf tournament
Call your travel agent.
visit your local Amtrak station . o r ,;.,11

1-800-USA-RAIL
P11oM@NT

After several months of
planning, Pi Sigma Epsilon, the
co-ed business fraternity, successfully teed off its first annual All
Cellular Golf Tournament, Oct.
25. The tournament was held at
Eastwood Golf Club, and a portion of the proceeds benefited Junior Achievement, a non-profit organization that trains tea,i::her' s

Pi Sigma Epsilon, also a not- •
for-profit organization, acts as a
small business. Through projects
such as the golf tournament, the
UCF chapter has managed to make
an impact in the community, and
has placed as one of the top five •
chapters in the nation.

Get in line, in shape
Orlando's first annual in-line
skafrng race, the Pegathon, rolls
into UCF on Sunday, Nov. 10 at
Lake Claire.
Race day registration begins
at 8:00 a.m. at Lake Claire.
Pre-registration will take
place at the UCF Wellness Center.
Two races will take place
during the Pegathon, a 15K Skate
Race and a 5K Fun Roll.
Registration is $15 for the
15K Skate Race and $10 for the
5K Fun Roll. Registration for both
races is $20.
Included with the entry fee
are individual and team awards,
music, beverages and a T-shirt.

•Know of any news bits? Send
them to The Central Florida
Future, c!o Ryan Anderson,
News Editor.

-compiled by Ryan Anderson
and Abbey Morrow

University Blimpie Next to UC7 Cinema 281~1007
New Hours: Sun -Tues 10am-10pm Wed-Sat 10am-2am
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Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For
~
Termination of Pregnancy 3 to 24 weeks
~
Consultation/Care/Counseling
~·
Chemical Abortions/Instrument Free
~
.
_1 _
Local/General Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) /TJ_ ~v
High Tech Sonograms
~

NOV. 15
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Now there's a BLIMPIE® restaurant in your neighborhood!
We use only quality meats and cheeses for the tastiest subs in
•
Come in and enjoy the BLIMPIEedifference.

4i1t

_..,

Morning After Pill
Birth Control - Family Planning
Pregnancy Testing & Counseling
/ ....111. . . . . . . . . . . Yearly Gyn Exams• Nurse Practitioner
'/,
Treatment of Abnormal Pap Test
DIAL TOLL FREE VD Screening & Treatment For Women & Men
1-800-874-7792
Convenient• Affordable• Confidential
nt• Miltary Discount• Medicaid Discount
Board Certified • Evening Hours
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1103 Lucerne Terrace Near Downtown Orlando

•

BREAK IS OVER
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---------------r---~-----------BUYONE,
I
FREE DRINK
GETONE FREE
I
AND CHIPS
Free Regular 6'' BLIMPIE. Sub Sandwich
with the purchase of any Sub Sandwich
of equal or greater value.
Please µrest>nt tho~ -:oupon before ordering . t«it vahd 11 alrered or
duc••cate<J Oie order oer coupon. (Xie coupon per tusto;per per vi:;1t .
~ :;~torr.er must pay any stiles tax due. fltt good 1n comho'ldlrcn Noth
,;n.,, otr.'.!r otter Cash valllf' 1/100 of lC Offer expires 11 /30/96

Offer good at:

Unive~Cinema

/t:J,. "''.,,.,., 'llllMtg:

.,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Free 22 oz. drink and regular bag of chips with the
purchase of any 6" or larger
BLIMPIEe Sub Sandwich.
•
(Value Menu not included.} IKm'jj

•11!1JJ

Ptl'ase present this c·o~on before ordering f'bt vahd of altered or
duplicated. (Xie order per c0t.pon. One coupon per cus~omer pE:r 11srt.

Customer must pay any sales taJt due. f'bt good 1n combmat .on w.th
any other ofter. Cash value l /ZlO of lC . Offer expires 11/30/96
otf•r &ood ilt

University Blimpie Next to UC? Cinema

~
lt:4.t11 Jrwt'IJ_1AJirj.
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NEED MONEY
Earn up to $150.00 per month
·donating plasma

•

tor information or appointment CALL 841-2151

•

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando
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Pre-professionals provide
social
forum
for members
QUOTES,
1

from

page

nies take their time to give advice
and direction in presentations and
programs designed by Quotes.
With a program called Intern Pursuit, students can learn about local
ad agencies, PR agencies, corporations, attractions, hotels and notfor-profits from people already in
the job market. The Orlando Sentinel helps Quotes members through
the Intern Pursuit Program with
advisement.
In addition to these workshops, Quotes members find out
what the details and experiences
are by different intern placement
sessions. Since Ad/PR majors are
required to participate in internships, this kind of networking helps
them get a better idea of what path
they might want to go down and
how they will prepare for an internship in the communications
field.
"Between the networking
opportunities and internship placement, Quotes really gives the students a chance to start our professional career with a positive impact," said Diana Furka, member
and President-elect for Quotes.
Each fall this organization
participates in aconvention called
"Roast-N-Toast". This past October ·the event took place at the
Disney Swan Hotel. Prominent
members of the community for
the advertising and public relations field came as the FPRA

hosted seminars, presentations,
and networking opportunities for
the Quotes members. _
Every -spring the students
also help in the C-day (Communications Dax) picnic, which is held
annually at Blanchard Park near
UCF. This event is for teachers
and student colleagues to develop
friendships and networks.
Dr. Bob Davis, a professor
. il'l the communications department, is the advisor for the Quotes
organization and helps the students
in achieving their goaf s each semester. "This kind of student organization is very beneficial to the
students who want to make their
journey into advertising and public relations successful," Davis
said.
To join Quotes there is a
required $35 membership fee for
students. Tl)e fee includes the students' FPRA membership for one
year and membership to the UCF
chapter for as long as the student is
registered for classes.
With the FPRA membership, the Quotes members can receive current newsletters about
Advertising and P.R. developments natlonwide and can attend
professional programs and events
nationwide sponsored by FPRA at
a reduced price.
Quotes provides not only a
social opportunity for students to ·
share their career goals, but an
educational link to the professional
world of communications .

DUI student does not
pass go, does not collect
$200, goes directly to jail
A 19 year old male, student was charged and arrested
on Oct. 27. An officer
with
-0bserved the defendant go
through a stop sign and drive
forward in a 'right turn only'
lane. The officer activated his
blue lights and the defendant
pulled his vehicle over to the side
of the road.
When the officer approached the · vehicle, he could
smell the strong odor of alcohol
coming form within the car. The
officer conducted sobriety tests,
and the defendant was arrested for
DUI. The defendant was transported to the Orange County DUI
Center where he refused the breath
test. He was then transported to the
Orange County Jail.

Dazed, dilated, look gets
officer's attention

tions were very slow, his eyes were The phone has an estimated value
glossy, his pupils were extremely of $100.
dilated, and his speech was slow. He
had a 'dazed' look on his face. The
•It was discovered on Oct.
officerconductedsobrietytests,and 23 that a purse was stolen from
the defendant was placed under ar- the Student Academic Resource
rest for DUI. When the defendant . Center. The estimated value of
was inside the patrol car, he volun- the purse and its contents is $100.
tirrily told the officer that he might
have taken some 'roofies'. He also
asked the officer if he could have
• On Oct. 25, a burned out
gotten high off second hand mari- air handling motor caused the
juana smoke.
smoke detectors to alarm in the
Engineering building, room 231.
When the officer arrived on the
Incidents Reported·...
• On Oct. 25, a burned out scene, he found the room filled
air handling motor caused the with smoke. The air handling
smoke detectors to alarm in the motor had to be shut down until it
Engineering building, room 231. was fixed.
When the officer arrived on the
•Someone discharged a fire
scene, he found the room filled
with smoke. The air handling mo- extinguisher in the elevator and
tor had to be shut down until it was third floor lobby area of Orange
Hall on Oct. 25.
fixed.

A 19-yearold male, student
was charged and arrested with DUI
on Oct. 27. The defendant was
traveling in his vehicle with his
headlights off. An officer pulled
him over and asked the defendant
to step out of the car. The officer
noticed that the defendant's reac-

•It was reported on Oct. 25
that a cellular phone was stolen
from the a bathroom inside the
Visual Arts building, room 132 .
The cellular phone was a black
Tandy in a leather case, model
#17-1060 and serial #10781495.

DID

If you have information
regarding any of the above incidents, contact the UCFPD at
823-5555.

-compiled by Michelle Abram

You've got the tools. You've got the
talent. Write for Future news.
823-8054 ext. 32
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November 13, 1996
•

•

Student Center Auditorium 8:00p.m .
For Information 823-6471
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What do

I

Greek event far from a bust Many students find college
by MELANIE RIVERA·

YOU

Greek columnist

think?

With the help of UCF's sororities, Lambda Chi Alpha manOpinions aged to raise over 21,000 pounds
823-8054 ext. 27 of food for the Second Harvest
Food Bank during Lambda Chi's
annual Watermelon Bust.
The Solution to
Watermelon Bust is a day
Finding a Job
full of games involving the UCF
n Toda)''s World! · sororities that helps the food bank.
"Watermelon Bust increases
•Are you concerned about
relations between Lambda Chi and
sororities," Lamda Chi member
job security, career
Ricky Davis said. "It also helps
advancement, or simply
out a very good cause."
finding better employment
Lambda Chi raised 21,000
opportunities?
pounds of food during Water•For less than 30¢ a day
melon Bust last year. Presently,
employers hiring across
they have beat last year's mark
Central Florida will be
and are still collecting cans.
able to view your resume
Lambda Chi's Beta Eta
on-line and contact you
chapter has raised more food than
directly.
any other chapter in the U.S or
Canada.
•It's the easiest and most

Future

affordable way of finding
a job today.

"It's fun to compete, but the
main reason we do this is to feed
the hungry," Lambda Chi member
Vinnie Batiato said.
The day of games includes
crazy events such as _melon toss,
seed spitting, and the greased watermelon run. Sororities compete
for points to win the Watermelon
Bust. The main way to accumulate
points is to donate the most canned
goods.
This year, Kappa r>elta won
firstplacebycollecting8,600pounds
of food. Second place went to Alpha
DeltaPiforcollecting5,000pounds.
Third place went to Alpha Xi Delta.
"Our chapter worked very
hard and we are very proud of the
effort we made to help Lambda Chi
with their canned food drive,"
Kappa Delta member Stefanie
Carrion said.
This year's Watermelon
Bust was chaired by Jason Cohen
and Sean Joyce.

life like a box of chocolates
FRESHMEN, from page 1
field," said Laura Lederman,
freshman education major.
Other features available to
freshmen include the LEAD scholars program, offering leadership
training and opportunities. The
Campus Activities Board (CAB)
caters to on-campus residents,
most of whom are first year and
transfer students. They run movies, host activities on the Green
and offer opportunities to experience UCF ~ulture, all of which
adds to CAB' s appeal.
Part time employment and
service through Volunteer UCF
are just some of the many ways
freshmen can become involved in
community affairs.
"I worked at Publix throughout high school, and I was surprised at how easy it was to trans-

fer stores. My job takes up a lot of
my time, but I get to meet people I
ordinarily would not get to know,"
said Reed Bickley, freshman hospitality major.
The "freshmen 15" may lead
some students to compulsive dieting and label-reading, but campus
meal plans try to adjust to fit the
dietary needs of all students.
For students unable to live
in the on-campus dormitories,
housing is available through offcampus apartments like Knight's
Krossing and University Club that
cater to academic needs. The Collegiate Village Inn specializes in
off-campus dorm living.
"Theadjustmenthasn'tbeen
as hard as I thought," said Michelle
Decosta, UCF freshman. "I've got
great roommates, I'm meeting a
lot of new people and I feel right at
home."

Hispanics march for rights~ protest media stereotypes

Apply Today!

PROTEST, from page 1

3 Months - $30
6 Months - $60
12 Months - $90
Send your check or money
order with a resume to:

York to lead the march. Hispanics
of all ages participated.
Students from the University of Central Florida as well as
local high schools also participated.
"Puerto Ricans need to come
together and speak out against
these stereotypes," Maggie Ortiz,
a nurse and mother of a UCF student said.
Ortiz's daughter disagreed

Employment America
2412 Oakwood Court
Kissimee, FL 34744-2622
Reply tcx:lay - get one extra month free!
You have nothing to lose and a
whole new future to gain!

Visa/MC Orders Call (407) 935-1115

u
c

that the march would help the His- Hispanic professionals, lawyers,
doctors and teachers came out to
panic community.
"I don't think that this march show people that there are Hisis really going to change anyones' s panics who are professionals and
perception of Puerto Ricans. I only leaders in their community. One
think it is going to make others prominent Hispanic at the march
angry and fuel their ignorance and · was Orlando City Comffiissioner,
·
racist attitudes. We must work Mary Johnson.
from the inside out to get any
Puerto Ricans want the Cenchange," said Ortiz's daughter.
tral Florida community to know
The march called for His- that their community is full of hard
panic unity and urged communi- working, tax paying, middle class
ties to make positive changes and citizens.
step up the fight against drugs.
"We are born American citi-

zens. Weare not illegal aliens. We
have every right to live and work
here," said Ann Marie Flores, of
Kissimmee.
Puerto Ricans also expressed
that since Puerto Rico is part of the
United States and has open borders,
the United States should do more to
protect those borders to prevent drug
trafficking.
In the meantime, Hispanics
pledge to fight these problems on
the local level and educate the
public.

PEGATHON REGISTRATION FORM

Individual
Last Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ort

F

First N a m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

Zip_ __

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Sex _ _ _ __
#SS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Age _ _ _ _ __
Teams
Awards for teams with highest number of entries In
each category! Each member must submit an
lndlvldual Registration Form by 4 pm, Friday, Nov: 8.
Up to half of your organization's team can be family
or friends.
o UCF Club/Organization
o Company/Business
D Community Club/ Organization

Sunday
November 10
atthe

·u·niversity of Central Florida
Sand Volleyball!

Orlando's
first annual
in-line skating event!

street Skating demonstration!

15K Skate Race
$10 Early Registration
(1 week prior to race)
$15 week of race
(and on race day)

Team Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a

SK Fun Roll

If you wish to skate in both events:
$15 Early Registration
$20 Week of Race

$8 Early Registration
(l week prior to race)
$10 week of race
(and on race day)

Included In entry fee: ·Individual & Team Awards plus prizes, music, beverages, awesome T-shirt

and post race party by

Kil,HY- 'S

8

Pre-race packet pick-up is at our
major sponsor's store:

PLAY IT AGAtn

SPt~
7f:JXJ University Blvd., Winter Parl<, FL 32792

Race Day Registration begins at 8 AM
at Lake Claire·on the UCF Campus
Hard shell helmets are required for all participants.

They will be renting skates & safety
equipment at race site: helmet $5,
helmet & pads $10, skates $10

Make checks payable to

Student Wellness Advocate Team (SWAT)

Wiii you be renting equipment?
D Skates Size (5-14) _ _
D Wrist Pads sm med lg
o Elbow Pads sm med lg
o Shin Guards sm med lg
o Helmet
sm med lg

~

•

In consideration of this entry, L the undersigned participant
acknowledge that I am acquainted with the various risks of
partlclpaflng In the Pegathon 15K Skate & SK Fun Roll at UCF
on November 10, 1996, Including, but not limited to, the
significant risk of serious personal Injury, death, or personal
property damage or destruction, and assume fOf the abovenamed lndMdual au risks and consequences associated with
or arising In connection with such participation. I further
attest and verity that I am physically flt, have trained
sufficiently for the competition of this event, will wear
approved safety helmet and that I am racing at my own risk.
I hereby agree to hdemnlfy and hold harmless the State of
Flortda. the Board of Regents of the State of Florlda, and UCF.
their employees, sponsors, beneflclarfes, representatives,
successoo and assigns trom and against any and all claims, •
damages, actions, llablll1y and expenses In connection with
any and al lnjlrles suffered to me In this event.
I HAVE READ THIS CONSENT. ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND
RELEASE FORM AND UNDERSTAND AND FULLY AGREE TO ITS
CONTENTS.

Signature

(must be signed by parent If under 18)

t

.

'
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Letters
.fronl
Readers
Response to Samantha
Kate's article last week, by
an anonymous student who
we'll playfully refer to as
The Unicolumnist.
Dear Samantha,
In response to your frustrated a1ticle
about the UCFPD of October 29, I want to
te11 you that you deserved every bit of it!
Maybe if you bought a student park. ing decal like the rest of the UCF community
you wouldn't have this problem. Buy a decal, park in a student parking lot, and you
won't have the problem of owing $145 to UCF
Parking Services. Don't you know the consequences of parking in a faculty lot and running up a high tab with Parking Services? I
guess now you do: Your car will be booted!
Yes that big, old, ugly mechanical device will
be put on the tire of your vehicle and you
won't be able to drive home. Doesn't that
suck? Yup!
Next time, plan in advance if you
know you have a late lab, and think what
might happen if you park in the wrong spot.
Is it really worth it? No.
If Parking Services was closed, then
why not go home and come back in the morning to speak with Parking Services when they
reopen for business? What did you want the
UCFPD to do for you, girl? It's plain and
simple, as Officer Higgins told you. Pay your
tickets and that thing will be removed from
your car. Or, did you ever think to just go to
UCFPD headquarters immediately and pay
the dam tickets?
UCF is a large campus, and you certainly can't think that you should be
everyone's number one priority, especial1y
when speaking of something that was your
own fault. The UCFPD handles many cases;
I read them all the time in the Police Beat
columns. Battery charges, theft, underage
drinking ... but no; you, Miss Kates, believes
nothing goes on at UCF and that you and your
red blazer are far more important. Right.
Listen woman, obviously Officer
Higgins, the dispatcher, was preoccupied
with something else before you arrived.
Ahhhhhhhh ...but the queen is here so you
must drop everything and attend to
her... Not! I don't think so. What's first i.s
fi.rst, so learn to wait, okay? People like you
aren't going to get, and certainly don't deserve, any kind of respect from anyone.
Must you aggravate and anno"y someone by
speaking so close, and probably so loud,
into the microphone? That's uncalled for.
If I were him, I would have done the same
thing. And, if your voice is as annoying as
your writing, I rea11y don't blame him at
all.
Understand that you paid $145 for
parking tickets, not for "basically nothing"
as you put it: You committed the crimes and
paid for them, right? You thought you'd get
away with it until they caught you by surprise, which then annoyed you. You became
annoyed and decided to annoy Officer
Higgins, too. How rude!
I hope you learned from your mistakes: Buy a $26/semester student parking
decal, park in the student parking lots, and
carry "Off!" or some type of mosquito repellant with you from now on.
Sincerely,
The Unicolumnist
PS: Be weary of Samantha Kates.
Her intentions are to annoy you.

Make DARK marks, and erase COMPLETELY to change
As
far
as· tJ~f.7:~;'
you ask? Let's just say the ScanTron Maclasses went, I didn't
chine had a good, hardy laugh.
really know what to exThat's when I discovered the
pect for my first semestrick to taking multiple cho!ce exams in
ter' at UCF back in the
challenging courses, which I will pass on
~uBJECT -~flit~m~-~v'-?n .I!t~·······
fall of '94. Ah, (hazy
to you now:
dream sequence) I can
Step I: Don't study really hard.
i
't~fi:.~l,,. ,,~: • •••HOUR....,._.----~··· · still remember fall
It's important that you just have a vague
1994: Classes were
understanding of the concepts. For infilled to capacity, parkstance, if you're taking a test in Calcuing was horrendous and
lus, you just want to-get the gist of things,
the Student Union was
such as knowing how to spell the word
under construction. In other words, it was Yeah, computer experts are trying to come "derivative."
exactly the same. But really, I wasn't up with innovative computer systems that
Step 2: When you try to figure
flabbergasted by the large classes and bad can think and learn and display human- out a problem, carefully and systematiparking. I was, however, surprised by the like emotions similar to Rosie on "The cally compute your answer. Be sure to
tests and exams in my classes; they were Jetsons." Well, ScanTron Machines al- rely on sketchy bits of fragmented
on ScanTron forms.
ready have these emotions. I know this memory when your writing out formulas
For the benefit of any Physical because when my test went through, the or doing calculations.
Plant workers who may be reading this, machine let out an audible laugh and covStep 3: When you finally get an
multiple choice tests generally have a few ered my form with seemingly hundreds answer and see that it matches up with
potential answers at the bottom of the of red "You're an idiot" marks.
one of the choices at the bottom, immequestion, each beginning with a letter (a,
Thankfully, I haven't transposed diately scratch that choice out, because
for instance). Your job is to pick the an- many answers in my college career. Of that couldn't possibly be the right answer.
swer you think is right and fill in the cor- course, that's not to say I've aced all my
Step 4: Repeat Step 2 and you'll
respond!ng circle or dash on the test tests, either. Last semester I had the plea- come up with another entirely different
form:Most people get the hang of filling sure of taking a finance class taught by a answer that is equally incorrect.
in circles. For some people, though, fil1- professor who shall remain nameless, but,
Step 5: When you've scratched
ing in circles is a tough concept to grasp. for the sake of this discussion, Jet's call him out all the answers you've computed, the
Thankfu11y, the test form makers were Dr. Anthony Byrd. After taking an estimated one that's left over is the right answer.
thoughtful enough to put a reference row 1,298 multiple choice tests during the prior
This system should help many of
of bubbles up top. "WRONG," they say year and a half, I took his first exam in you out there. The only problem is that
to a half-filled in bubble. Same for the stride. I thought I was doing quite well, it's a little time consuming. For example,
bubble that's colored in outside the lines. since all the numbers I calculated showed for a typical 50 question test you should
The RIGHT bubble, however, proudly up as a choice at the. end of the question. allow yourself at least nine hours. Good
displays itself on the form with a care- But what was my final score on the test, Luck. You'll need it.
fully marked and incredibly perfect circle
that even .the most anal-retentive perfectionist couldn't duplicate.
© 1996 Campbell CommuniCations, Inc.
If you 're detecting a hint of
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando FL, 32817
spitefulness on my part towards the test
News Staff
forms, it's because of a problem I had fillBusiness Staff
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misplaced, I ended up going right down
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the line and marking all my answers in
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the wrong places. You know how you hear
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about the scientists that are trying to build
Staft'Writers..............Michelle Abram, Brook Bennett, Krystie Crowe, Jeff Dethuin, Brian
computers with artificial intelligence?
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Roommates

•

2/2. 3 min. to UCF. Clean & nice.
Bdrm w/ own bath. $249/mnth.
Dishwasher, disp., washer hkup,
etc. Brian 281-3722 Avail now.
I

For Rent
Apt for rent 2 min. by UCF. 2/2
Lg lvg rm. Sep ktchn. Many
dishwashers, disp., wsher hkup,
etc. Bryn 281-3722 $495/mnth.
Townhouses for rent, close to
campus. Popular student area,
newly renovated. 2bd/2ba, 2 story
with w/d. 550/mth 256-6647

•

Huge 2br 2ba apt., walk to
univ.,quiet, nice view, $440'mo.
349-2723

.......,,u..........

1982 Honda Accord 2 door
Maroon 5 speed cold ale 140 K
miles. mint cond. Many new
parts. Ask for Matt 384-786 l or
leave message BO
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white)
performance tires,directional rims
tint, bra, alarm, ~ail sys. bed cover
cold NC, great cond. x-tras, must
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/3994307
1984 Volvo 240 GL, 140k, new
clutch, silver. Dr. Fuller, 823-5577
$2,800

,. *ONLY*

CLASSIFIEDS

$10.95
FLAT RATE PER MONTH
PERSONAL ACCOUNTYS ONLY
HIGH SPEED RELIABLE INTERNET CONNECTION
•EMAIL
•NEWS GROUPS
• CHAT CHANNELS

For Business information, ask for Dennis McCarthy

' CALL TLC NOW at (407) 423-8300

SCIENCE jVlAJORS
Undecided About Your Future?
Interested in Biotechnology?
Our new MS/MBA Biotechnology Program can prepare
you for an outstanding career in one of the growmg
pharmaceutical or biotechnology industries. Prerequisites
for the program include biochemistry and basic biology
and a 3.0 GPA.

Graphic Mac Artist. Part-time up
to 30 hrs per wk. Ad agency close
to UCF. Some light phone
answering. Immediate opening.
Resume to VSJ 3300 University
Blvd. Ste 144 Winter Park 32792

For further information: Dr. Donna Duckworth
University of Florida
Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
352/392-0681 email: dlickwort@college.med.ufl.edu

I
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THEY WORK!!

EXTRA CASH

BELLY DANCING LESSONS
Exercise your entire body while
learning an art of an ancient world.
Retone your body, acquire mental
discipline and have fun .Call
WMED, Inc. 380~2706

(And it's legal.)
Hey students, if you 11eed extra cash for hills and stuff,
contact Pro Clean Building Maintenance.
We are a progressii1e,
growing company which has been servicing Central Florida office
buildings for more 1ha11 se 1·c11 years. Our staff is comprised of
hardworking, dedicated team members i11tercsted in earning extra
cash.

1---------------1
ADVERTISE IN THE
YOU WANT RESULTS!!
INCREASE THE POPULATION
OF YOUR CLUB OR ORGAN!- .
ZATION AND LET PEOPLE
KNOW WHERE YOU MEET

UCF Airboat Club 1st Meeting
YEHAWWW!
Are you an airboater or interested in
the sport? If so come_ to the first
meeting
of the UCFAC. Call DK at
Babysitter needed-energetic person
to watch kids in longwood home. 15 382-0041 for more info, or catch
DK on the CB radio channel 32
hrs., call 263-8931
(usually weeknights after 6pm)

Help Wanted

..

• FTP SERVICE
•TELNET

WE ALSO OFFER:
WEB PAGE HOSTING, CUSTOM WEB PAGES,
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNTS, AND LOCAL
ADVERTISING OPPORTUITIES

GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL
While still in school work with
the fastest growing company PT/
Ff Call 381-1872

FUTURE CLASIFIEDS IF

.......

Orlando's Hottest UNLIMITED Access
Internet Service Provlder-

November 5, 1996

Valet Parking Attendants for busy
downtown nightclub. $4 per hour
plus tips. Must have neat appearance, clean driving re~ord, ability
to drive stick. Call 648-5601

WORDMASTERS
STUDENT PAPER SPECIALISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR
CAMPUS 277-9600

//

LigLtLoiase <:o~r•e~tion

Join us for victory in '96! UCF
College Democrats Meetings
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
rm. 214 more.info: Sean 306-0167 HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500
Carmen: 823-0526
per week assembling products at
~--U_C_F_d_e_m_o_s_.@_a_ol_.c_o_m_ _-1 home. No.experience. INFO 1-504UCF Newman Club
646-1700 DEPT. FL-307
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
phone cards. For information send a
CAMPUS CRUSADE
self-addressed
stamped envelope to:
FOR CHRIST
Inc.,
P.O.
Box
0887, Miamj, FL
EVERY TUES. & WED.
33164
NOON SC214

•

•

Flower Girls Wanted
I need a couple enrgetic, outgoing
individuals to sell flowers iT\.nice
sports bars and nightclubs. Call at
(407) 359-1749

'{fie

PARIS
FRANKFURT
MADRID
VIENNA
ATHENS
FARES
EACH WAY
MN.I MSlll 00 A
Nit

RO.I

We Offer:
+ Flexible, early eYening hours - perfect for after classes

• Top wages and benefits
• Self-directed work

329

10W11!P P\.IOiASE.

FARES 00 l«:lT KU.a flOO'Jl TAXES al PfCs 10TAlllG BEl'MfH $3$45, DEl'EIOtG 00 OESllNAllON al OIPN!1UIE 01.'K.8 PNJ CftCltY ~

You'll like this job because:

fae;H GCM!llMM'l. fNES NE~ 10etwa'NllOJT100CE.

[iI.llUfljllrrave/ ,.__,. . ___

•
•
•
•

National Reservation Center

1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)

http:!!www.ciee.org!trrlt:hbn
EURO PASS FROM $210

Jobs are close to UCF
You'll work in cool, secured buildings .with a winning team
The work is non-strenuous and isn't "brain surgery"
Couples are welcome, so grab a friend or roomate

For more info and to schedule your personal interview
call Kris at 740-5554

J11lilt~,mi1~t~

-------------------------------------,
AdveTitlSln
Rorm
Classl led

~----.----------

Please check one of the following:
_For Rent
_Wanted
_Car Pool
_For Sale
_Services
_Autos
_Singles ~ _Tittors
_Roommates
Cash

_Check

_Greek Comer
_Club Info
_Help Wanted

_Personals
_Lost & Found
_Other

Amounr $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I would like the ad to run the following dates. (The Future publishes Tues. and Thurs. during the Fall and Spring
Semesters. Deadline: 4 days prior)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
RATt:S: $1 per line for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others. Each character in a
string of Boldface or Capital letters count as 2 characters. PREPAYMENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail fonn
and payment to The Central Florida Future, 11875 High Tech Ave,, Suite 250, Orlando, H.. 32817 Attn:
. Classifieds, or fax fonn and copy of check to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may be placed in person in our
offices, located in University Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza, next to Holiday Inn.
For more info, call (407) 823-8054,

l!: _________________________ N~, addres:.:_ and phone_kequired):

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :.J

•

•
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every Thursday 6-7PM
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First year I-A programs strut their stuff
by TONY MEJIA
Asst. Sports Editor

.l ,

As UCF ascends to national
prominence in the upcoming years
it will forever be linked to it's
exansion brethren. The teams that
entered this final venture alongside
them-Idaho, Boise State, and UAB
have all faced an uphill climb this
year.
They share a common bond
like strangers going through the same
initiation beatings in an attempt to
earn respect and honor. No matter
what they may say it's only logical
that they look over each other's
shoulder scanning the paper to see if
things are going as poorly for the
others as they are from them. Surely
the coaching staffs at Idaho, BSU,
and UAB raised more than an eyebrow when they saw the Golden
Knights hold South Carolina to three
secon d half points, or lose to New
Mexico by ten with a broken Daunte

Culpepper, or swallow a seven point fledgling program from scratch.
loss at highly respected Georgia
A huge reason for the success
Tech. UAB devotes a whole head- of the team, if not all UAB sports, is
line of their weekly media release to their success in attracting transfers
the fact that they were the first team and junior college standouts.
to down a I-A opponent this season,
The Blazers are led by senior
and they make sure all readers know quarterback Rodney Hudson, a
that they are the lone newcomer transfer from Mississippi State, and
without a losing record as they sit at junior tailback Carl Sanders, who
4-4.
averages 93 .1 yards a game, and is a
"This is a big game for us prominent ruco transfer. Other
with both teams being new to I-A. I offensive standouts are top receiver
don't necessarily think that this will Kenny Causey, another senior transbecomearivalry,"GeneMcDowell fer from Mississippi State and the
said. "It would be great to win this man lining up at the other slot, jungame since the guys are playing for ior transfer Marcel Rachel from
pride. They'll be fired up for this Southern Miss. Together they have
one."
combined for 25 receptions for 515
Bragging rights are certainly yards and four touchdowns.The
in order for the Blazers who started Golden Knights will also have to
up their football program just five focus on fullback Keith Roland, a
years ago in 1991. Congraturlations · hulking 5" 10, 225 pound bruiser
are in order for longtime basketball who transferred from Georgia, and
coach turned athletic director Gene Robert Davis a tough halfback who
Bartow and second year coach is afeaturedrecei ver. He transferred
Watson. Brown for building up this from LSU back in 1994.

The Golden Knights defense
has improved tremendously under
the tutelage of Willie Martinez and
Brian Van Gorder. In fact, the veteran defense will put the final stamp
on this game as they have through
this entire season, possibly in this
'clash of the newcomers.'
Linebackers John Bryant,
Nakia Reddick and Kendrick Thomas are on the verge of becoming a
trium verate with 100 tackles a piece,
a feat which would be a tremendous
accomplishment and a testement to
their skills.
'1 think that we're all differentin alotofways with Nakia being
wild and crazy, me being mellow
and laid back, and John being into
all that wilderness stuff," Thomas
remarked. "However we've really
come together this season and have
communicated well. I'm proud of
those guys and our play."
Bryant has corralled 103 tackles while Reddick has made 98,

while Thomas is inching up there
with 93.
By comparison, the UAB defensive unit is led by junior free
safety Alan Willis who has secured
74 tackles. Their most dangerous
defensive player is cornerback
Dainon Sidney, a junior transfer
from East Tennessee State who has
made five interceptions and has broken up at team high six passses.
Culpepper must be wary of.
Sidney as he leads his inexperienced offense to battle. With the c
suspension of Todd Cleveland and
Mike Grant UCF will need more
production from freshman tailback
Ed Mack and junior Mike Huff as
well as Rufus Hall, redshirt Patrick
Brinson, Stuart Stipe, Eric Leister,
and new top option Mark Nonsant.
One more UAB bragging
right: In five years of football they
have already won as many games
against I-A competition as UCF has
in 17. Consider this the tie breaker.
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UCF kicker adds record to collection
by BROOK BENNEIT
Staff writer

Senior placekicker/punter
Charlie Pierce had one more goal to
fulfill in his final season ofUCFfootball; to have the most career points in
UCF history. He succeeded last Saturday, bumping former kicker Franco
Grilla from the top of the list in the
UCF record books.
Pierce scored his 289th point at
UCF' s homecoming game against Illinois State, surpassingGrilla' srecord
of 284 career points.
''It's an honor," Pierce said of
his record. "Franco's a great kicker,
and it's a pretty big deal to pass somebody as good as him."
Grilla, a Golden Knight from
1989-92, wasaseniorduringPierce's
redshirtyear,andPiercefeelshisguidance helped him a lot. Apparently so,
since .Pierce drop-kicked his mentor
to second place on the all-time scoring list. Pierce said there are no hard
feelings though, and Grilla was happy
for him.

Pierce said one of his most
Grilla wasn' t the on.ly one.
''I am so happy for Charlie," meaningful honors was first team AllCoach McDowell commented. "He's America in the 1994 season- an
worked so hard, and he's earned it."
accomplishment he may repeat this
Pierce started this season n.eed- year.
ing 45·points to accomplish the goal,
Likemostcollegefootballplayand with two games left in his final . ers, Pierce's ultimate goal is to make it
collegiate season, he did it.
to the NFL next year. And the consis''I think this is my most impor- tency he has displayed at UCF may
tant accomplishment in my football allow him to achieve the goal so many
career," Pierce commented.
dream of.
''He's got a shot as a punter
Although Pierce has pulled
doubleduty as apunterand placekicker because he's aone-steppunter,"Coach
forfouryears, he did not begin to think McDowell said. ''I think he's got a
about breaking Grilla's record until chance."
recently. Teammates began encouraging him in the beginning of the
season, and now Pierce said he's just
glad to the milestone behind him so he
can move on.
Aside from being the Golden
Knights' all-time scoring leader, Pierce
holds six other UCF records, including field goal percentage (.875 season
and .776 career), consecutive field
goals made with 12 in the '93 season,
and pointsinasingleseason with89in
. 1994.

photo/SOILEAU

UCF placekicker Charlie Pierce set a school record last
Saturday for most points scored in a career by surpassing
Franco Grilla's mark of 284 points.

UCF FOOTBALL 1996
8/29 WILLIAM & MARY
917 @ ·south Carolina
9/14 @New Mexico
9/21 @Ball State
9/28 @East Carolina
10/ 5 OPEN
10/12 SAMFORD
10/19 NE LOUISIANA
10/26 @ Georgia Tech
11/2 ILLINOIS STATE
(Homecoming)
11/ 9 @ UA-Birmingham
11/16 BOWLING GREEN

ff'ea-v

w 39-33
L 33 -14
L 17 - 7
L 31- 10
L 28-7
W38-6
L 39-38
L 27-20
W42-15
2pm
4pm

ff'itter

SUNSHINE
NETWORK
·AND
THE UCF
KNIGHTS
PLAY YOUR
GAME.
, RADIO.

Linebacker John 'Barn Bam' Bryant compiled 10 tackles vs.
Illinois State last Saturday pushing his season total beyond
the century mark. Bryant now leads the Golden Knights'
defense with_103 stops on the season.

· Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select gam~s on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.

11850 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32817
407-380-6000
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Mel Gibson stars as airline tycoon Tom Mullen who must deal with his son's kidnapping in Ron Howard's Ransom (opening Friday)

'JNS'JDB
'l'he B~NSOl'I. dallery open$ for.~. Check out the coole$t portraits
from on.e oft~ tail's 'best film thus far •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 12
Mel 'pcly$ up-in B~NSOl'I. •••••••••••••••••••• .• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 13
nr1''6B!tt:'1''$ B'6~LM. by Micluiel Scamehorn ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14
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Tom and Kate face the unthinkable when the kidnappers call

courtesy /TOUCHSTONE

(.

Gary Sinise is detective James Shaker

(

Aussie Mel Gibson on the chase through downtown New York City

courtesy/TOUCHSTONE

Delroy Lindo as FBI man Lonnie Hawkins

( 1

,.

..

RLM

TO PAY OR NOT TO PAY
That's the nerving question asked in Ron Howard's ambitious
police thriller, Ransom. Mel Gibson hangs up his Scottish kilts for the
more comfy cotton of slacks and flannels to play airline rich man Torn
Mullen. When his only son Sean is kidnapped during a junior science
fair, emceed by mom Kate (Rene Russo), the preliminary workings of
Richard Price (Sea of Love, Clockers) and Alexander lgnon's intelligent script come to life. We find out Mel escaped the slammer years
back after he paid off a fellow tycoon globs of money. Dan Hedaya is
briefly effective as the jailed gangster Jackie Brown. The film wants us
to believe Brown may have had some involvement in little Sean's
abduction, yet the real eye-burner in Ransom is the notion of whether
or not Mullen will actually pay off the kidnappers for the safe return of
his son. A huge jackpot is at stake for all. Mullen thinks they will knock
off Sean even if he pays them, so he sets them up for an elaborate
scheme that spins the story in a harrowing spiral, eventually leading to
an evitable (and violent) showdown between Mullen and the bad guys
on the streets of downtown New York.
Ransom is a hoot back to the good ol' days of vinatge70s police
dramas like William Friedkin's The French Connection or even his
later crime story resurgence, 1985' s To live and Die in L.A.. Howard's
film has the same obsessive behavior that drove those two earlier
pictures. ~Although Ransom is Ronnie's most violent work, the action
sequences are real, not overdone. Forget Gary Sinise as the happy-golucky guy from Forrest Gump and Apollo 13, and just imagine a more
insane version of the character he played to perfection in Keith
Gordon's A Midnight Clear. Sinise has a fuse of villainy burning
within. The actor gives Ransom a necessary jolt of evil and mayhem.
The rest of the supporting cast is outstanding. As main FBI guy Lonnie
Hawkins, Delroy Lindo supplies the expertise and wisdom that a
federal agent carries, especially one who's worked kidnappings with
an alarming success rate.
Lili Taylor leaves the glory of her independent upbringings to
star as Maris, the only female among the kidnappers (Evan Handler,
Liev Schreiber, Donnie Wahlberg). What probably impressed me the
most is a clever point-of-view shot from Sean's eyes as he is held
captive in the gang's apartment. Maris walks in to check up on the boy
as Howard places us behind Sean's tear-drenched eyes, partially
covered under a wad of duct tape: Kudos for Ron Howard. Pay your
own ransom and see Mel rock as he did inBraveheart. You won'tlose
out.
• Dean G. Lewis

***112 (out of four)

A-

2 hours. Rated R

Opening Friday Nov. 8- The Grass Harp, Ransom, Set
It Off, Swingers.

Coming to a.city near you-the U.S.
Mathematica Empowerment Tourl
Wolfrom Research is hitting the rood to show the world what

Mathematica 3.0 is all about. Climb aboard our colorful
traveling display for on inside look at what makes

Mathematica indispensible in fields such as science,
technology, engineering, finance, medicine,
research, education, and many, many more.
Come and

try Mathematica, share

ideas with people in your field,

creative and casual environment.
Sample our many specialized
application packages, and get a firsthand
look at some interesting products created
using

Mathematica-you'll be inspired to use
Mathematica For your next project!

Check out tire Wolfram Research web site: http://www.wolfram.com/empower .
for information on this and other Empowerment Tour stops!
Where: UNIVERSllY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA-Look .for the colorful traveling display in parking lot GI,
close to the Visual Arts building • When: Friday, November 8, 1996 • Time: 11 :OOom to 6:00pm

WOLFRAM
RESEARCH

You've got a lot to grin about when you use AT&T or an
AT&T Universal MasterCard@. Like an AT&T True Rewards®
Member Benefit Card. Just flash it and:
• Sam Goody/Musicland gives you a 15% discount
on CDs and cassettes.
• "TCBY"® Treats gives you a freebie after you buy two.
• BIDCKBUSTER VIDEO® makes your third movie
free, when you rent two~
• Amtrak lets your companion travel for 25% off

But True Rewards is just one part of our special
college package. Here are some more:

To sign up for the AT&T True Rewards®Program, call

1 800 654-0471

AT&T
Your True Choice
http:/ /www.att.com/college
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by MICHAEL SCAMEHORN
Web page editor

Welcome fellow readers to another week of the
Internet column. This week we are featuring KNIGHT life.
(http://www.knightlife.com) I found Knight life to be a type of
UCF magazine on the web. Knight life has articles about
current events at UCF along with a list of several departments
pertaining to UCF life.
A couple of examples of Knight life's departments
are UCF sites, sports, Greek life, news, publications, places to
eat, classifieds, weather and horoscopes. Basically these links
are an organized database of UCF organizations and information. Each gr9up is arranged well, so no groups or events are
left out. At this site you will also find a CAB column, deep end
book review, and a graffiti wall.

When viewing this site, I found the graphics to be
decent and the site to be eye catching for just beginning on the
web. I do not know of many sites doing the same thing, so for
an originality rating I'll give it an 8(of10). Good luck to the
web masters of this site and hope to see more spectacular
things done to this site in the future.
.
For readers interested in having a site featured in the
Future I'll tell you what I'm looking for. I am looking for a site
spectacular with design and creativity. Something with Java,
animation, ActiveX, and/ or graphics that obviously took time
to create. I would also like to see something that has music that .
accompanies the page. I appreciate all the e-mail recently, and
continue to welcome more ideas through e-mail in the future.
Please send your questions, comments, reactions, and
things you would like to see featured in this column to
cffuture@gdi.net. Thank you.

CLIMB HIGH FAST
AS AN AIR FORCE
OFflCER.
Bring your college degree to the Air
Force. Then find out if you qualify for
·Officer Training School. You can
become a commissioned Air Force officer following successful completion of
Officer Training School. From the start,
you'll enjoy great pay; complete medical and dental care and 30 days of
vacation with pay per year. And as an
Air Force officer, you can enjoy professional growth and management opportunities. Learn what it takes to qualify.
Call

tly6ot Nows
Number One distributor of computers, cuts
prices - Compaq preparing for fourth quarter buying frenzy slashed prices up to thirty nine percent.
Beating out competitors up to twenty nine percent.
(Computer Reseller News)
Taiwan has PC motherboard shortage - With
huge surges in computer industry lately, Taiwan
suppliers have not been able to keep up with the
demand. (Electronic Buyers' News)
Intel wants to be on the highway - Intel released plans recently to put a Pentium-based machine into cars. The goal is planned to have cellular
communication, global positioning data, radio traffic information, along with games, faxes, and email
also included. (Electronic Buyers' News)
·
Sony and Phillips play with CD technology Sony and Phillips have just introduced. new CD
format technology they call CD-revyriteable. The
CD contains 650 megs of space that can be written,
read, and rewritten to a CD. Past technology has
made it difficult to rewrite to a CD. Prices are
expected to be introduced below $1000 dollars in the
first quarter. (Electronic Engineering Times)
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AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

l

Now playing for a limited
engagement at the

ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
Part of the
Cosmic Concert Series

SHOW SCHEDULE
The Beatles in 3-D
Laser Metallica in 3-0
Laser Flashback in 3-0
Laser Floyd
Shines on in 3-D

9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 Mid.

Mention UCF's Club Corner
and receive $1.00 off
with student l.D.
Shows and show times subject to change
without notice for more
information cal/:

(407) 896-7151
Dlrectloos to the Orlando Science Center:

•
- 649..-4270

•

•
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HEY, UCF STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND ADMINISTRATORS!
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Orlando's Scott La Grand came up big this weekend for the Solar Bears allowing
just 4 goals in two victories against the Cincinnati Cyclones. LaGrand played in
relief for the injured Allen Bester helping the Bears improve to 10-3-1 .
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FANS!

Sprint

C!OHE. JOtN THE. FlJN AT
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(Your Altern~.~. Acces{f~ The Internet
.. .•...,,..,,.. •.~N,_.W"'

SAVE $10, All DAY...
All l(}JtGWl'S ON NOV. ~.11~~
tNCllJDES AllHtSStON 10
A llNIGH'l'S Pl~P llAIAl..Y!
COHE Ollr AND SlJPPOl(I' VOlJR
HOHE TEAH AT SEA WORf..1)1
(~l/DWf TfCftCfS AVArtAgtE AT THS
FO~ HO~ fNFOt

KIOSK.)

<!All g23~ozg
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Maior Brain Food.
(No, that's ng ·
Visit Web. · ' · ·

):lffr

mg,)
. ffie

r~~~~

\ 1V6urcomputer and
straight into your head.

Don't burn up time
waiting for a
Pegasus terminal.
Our,bigtVfJ:lpdem"

to-usetratto

.

'yirtpaUyat;troinates
bu5y si!tnals and
gets you into
your Pegasus
e-mail fast.

Gefitoff your shoulders.
When it'§.time to seek
profesSionaf help,
our help desk support
is FREE.

Give us a ring today-

1-800-510-1004
Or for more information,

contact the

•

4".JC£

UCF Computer Store
at 407-823-5603, or any
student organization.

Nice tie. (Not included }
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Intramurals let students play out dreams
by DEREK GONSOULIN
Contributing writer

There are many reasons why
students want to be athletic stars: to
score the winning basket as time
runs out, to throw for a long touchdown or just to talk trash after hitting a winner in an intense game of
badminton.
The dreams of the causal fan
and the fanatic are catered to in the
I7 events of the UCF intramural
sports leagues.Yet these games have
no media coverage or throngs of
' body painted fans screaming "Defense."
So why do they do it?
"I play for the love the
game ... and it's cheap" said a flag
football participant.
Like the EA Sports commercial says: "I'm better than you and
I can prove it. I've got a game."

UCF has many games and
plenty of students trying to prove
themselves every week.
Intramural Director Jim
Wilkening, who has a masters de-

gree in sports administration, said
that the university's major four Fall
sports (basketball, flag football, volleyball and soccer) draw as many as
50 to 75 teams per event. Yet the
university offers a variety of fall
sports such as tennis, racquetball
and Fantasy Football. Wilkening
said, quoting a former athletic director he served under, "A sport for
everyone, everyone for a sport." He
explained: "You can have one student play in every event while most
others find that one sport they are
. interested in. We may have only 12
to 15 in badminton or 30 in racquetball but that maybe the only sport
they play."
And there is really no reason
to play another sport when you have
badminton on you schedule.
Competition varies as Intramural sports are often divided into
leagues based on the talent level of
the participants. However, the talent level has little barring on the
play of the games.
"Talent doesn't make a difference in competition," Intramural

Assistant Rick Falco said, "Everyone wants to win."
However some students participating in intramural events could
make the school's Division I teams
according to Wilkening.
"There are some students who
have played for high schools or junior colleges," Wilkening said.
"Many have the talent one-on-one
to play with the school's basketball
team, but the student may not fit into
the team's needs."
Yet this sentiment is not
shared by former Bethune-Cookman
football player Kefth Williams.
"The biggest difference from
college to intramurals is talent. It's
lots of fun, but in [flag football] the
passes are slower and some of these
guys have never played organized
football before." A teanimate of
Williams said he liked the fact that
in intramurals you did not have to be
a superstar to play.
There is a growing problem
with the large intramural department at the university: the facilities.
The Educational building's basket-

ball gym floor is breaking down,
forcing basketball and volleyball
games to be played outdoors. The
UCF Arena holds some events, but
more official events like university
basketball practice and games hold
precedent. "We would like to get a
new multi-purpose facility for student athletics, but a project like that
would cost millions."
Sebastian Smud, a student
who plays intramural soccer said
that with flag football little land is
left for soccer. Anthony Bencomo,
a marketing major, said that the
fields have been chewed up ·from
the all of the sporting events.
A major improvement that is
being made is a recent class for
basketball officials. The nine week
course for students and non-students,
gives those individuals wanting to
be co11egent officials training and
even practice in intramural games.
But this does not stop the occasional
argument on traveling violations
however.
When students heard of this
class, the reaction tended to be "Are

they skipping?"
University intramurals have
been in place since the start of the
school in 1969. During the first year
of the university the college of education director ran a few sports.
From 1970 to 1977, Ken Renner
expanded the program before giving way to Loren Knutson. Knutson
then gave Wilkening responsibility
forintramurals in I 992 (even though
Knutson still has the official title of
director). The total numberofevents
and sports for the year (Fall, Spring
and Summer) has reached 38.
Wilkening said that a former UCF
student once told him that he had
attendedFloridaandthatUCFmuch
better intramural program. Such
news makes you feel proud to be a
student at UCF.
Well even if it does not, rest
assured that hundreds of UCF students are glad to have an outlet for
the missed athletic dreams of their
youth. Or maybe they just want to
play a game to prove they are better
than others. Either way they are
having fun and that's the point, right?
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Kicking Ice on campus
o The wonderful
world of ice hockey
makes it's way to the
collegiate ranks of UCF.
by TONY MEJIA
Asst. Sports Editor

With the success of theNHL's
Tampa Bay Lightning and Stanley
Cup runner up Florida Panthers
added to the first year frenzy the
Solar Bears of the IHL created in
Orlando, it's onbly natural that the
peaked interest would also make it's
presence felt here at UCF.
In their first year of competition the UCFhockey club have made
great strides and have done nothing

(

to hurt the momentum that successful ice hockey has brought to the
Sunshine State
The squad, coached by Fred
Shahady, has played very well in
their first two games despitte coming up short in a 6-5 loss to Georgia
and being downed 5-3 by Georgia
Tech.. The guys practice twice a
week, making time in their respective schedules to gather at R<?ck on
Ice on International Drive every
Tuesday and Thursday at 10:45 in
the evening.
The UCF hockey club will
travel to Atlanta once again to battle
the Vanderbilt University hockey
club from Nashville,Tennessee.
They will face the Commodores in
their next wo games on November
15 and 16.
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UCF'Rusted

Knights' return
Bruce J. Soileau
Photo editor

Loopy, Eanh Pig, Brewdog,
Bubba,Fabio,RatBoy,Face,Craze,
the Hammer, and.other former UCF
Ruggers gathered for the annual
Homecoming alumni game.As usual
age and experience overcame youth
and beauty with the Alumni winning
22-7.
The 'OldBoys' came from as
farawayasDenver,CO.Manyofthe
alumni still play for men's clubs.
Most of the best Rugby Clubs in the
country have UCF alumni playin~
for them. Colorado has become the
second home for UCF ruggers with
seven alumni living and playing in
the Denver area
The alumni were impressed
with the play of the new recruits and
look forward to another state championship this year.
You can see the UCF rugby
club take on UF on Sat. Nov. 16 at
2pm on the intramural fields. Come
on out and watch your ruggers destro the rival Gators.
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(ABOVE) The big, experienced pack of the UCF
Rusted Knights (wide vertical stripes) was too
much for the younger Ruggers. Th~ alumni have
played together longer than the current team's
players and keep their skills sharp by playing for
local men's·clubs. (LEFT) Alumnus John 11 Loopy 11
Linehan looks for support as he is gang tackled by
three of UCF's current players. Loopy got his
nickname from running into the goal post twice in
one game. During his career John was an· anchor for
the UCF back line helping them to win several state
titles. John graduated with a degree in Education.
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